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Introduction

Bill 88 has changed the Education Act so that the Minister can set goals and targets to increase
student success in the province. Individual school boards are expected to reflect these goals in
their strategic plans and similarly each school/centre is expected to align its Success Plan with the
board's strategic plan. In addition, boards sign a Partnership Agreement (PA) with the Minister
which describes their contribution to meeting the Minister's Goals. Similarly each school/centre
signs a yearly Management and Educational Success Agreement (MESA) with its board, which
describes its contribution to the achievement ofthe board's strategic plan.

Currently the Minister has identified five goals which can be summarised as follows:
1. a) Increased graduation and qualification rates for students under the age of 20

b) Reduction in the number of leavers without qualification or certification (drop outs)
2. Improvement in the mastery of the French Language (and English Language*)
3. Improved success for special needs students
4. Healthier and safer school environments
5. Increased enrollment of students under the age of 20 in vocational education

* chosen by English boards in the province

Our Objectives and Results

Progress Rating Scale
;et on track to being achieved or is achieved

Target not on track to being achieved - certain factors can explain the result and more time is
needed

;et not a on track to being achieved - need to modify strategies or target
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In aligning our Success Plan with the EMSB Strategic
Plan we have set the following Objectives and Targets in
our MESA and have achieved these rcsults as of June 30,
2017:
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Goal 1: Increased graduation and qualification rates for
students under the age of 20

School Results

Objective Statements Baseline
2014-
2015

Target
2018

2015-
2016

2016-
2017

2017-
2018

Current
Year

Progress
Rating

1.1 To increase the success rate
of students on the End-of-
cycle 3 (Situational Problem
Component) Mathematics
uniforai exam

53% 65% 75% 86.4% Target
achieved

1.2 To increase the success rate
of students on the End-of-
cycle 3 (Using Reasoning
Component) Mathematics
uniform exam

47% 60% 50% 63.6% Target
achieved

Goal 2: Improvement in the mastery of the French
and English Language - Reading and
Writing

School Results

Objective Statements Baseline
2014-
2015

Target
2018

2015-
2016

2016-
2017

2017-
2018

Current Year
Progress
Ratine

2.1 To increase the success rate
of students in the End-of-
cycle 3 French reading

90% 90% 79% 95.5%
Target

achieved

2.2 To increase the success rate
of students in the End-of-
cycle 3 French writing

95% 90% 74% 90.9%
Target

achieved

2.3 To increase the success rate
of students in the End-of-
cycle 3 English reading

75% 87% 53% 86.4%
Target

achieved

2.4 To increase the success rate
of students in the End-of-
cycle 3 English writing

100% 90% 91% 100%
Target

achieved

Goal 3: Improved success for special needs students School Results
Objective Statements Baseline

2014-
2015

Target
2018

2015-
2016

2016-
2017

2017-
2018

Current
Year

Progress
Rating

3.1 To improve the average
mark attained by special
needs students on the End-
of-cycle 3 IVIathematics
Situational Problem
component of the uniform
examination

59% 60+% 48% 67.9%
Target

achieved

3.2 To improve the average
mark attained by special
needs students on the End-
of-cycle 3 Mathematics
Using Reasoning
component of the uniform
exammation

53% 60+% 38% 43.4% Target not
met but
momtormg
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Goal 5: Increased enrollment of students under
the age of 20 in vocational education School Results

Objective Statements 2015-
2016

2016-
2017

2017-
2018

Current Year
Progress Rating
(Implementation

of Strategies)
5.1 To increase awareness of vocational

education as a viable pathway to success ^ ^

Increased the
number of guest
speakers from
different fields.
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Objective Statements Baseline
2014-
2015

Target
2018

2015-
2016

2016-
2017

2017-
2018

Current
Year

Progress
Rating

3.3 To improve the average
mark attained by special
needs students on the End-
of-cycle 3 French reading
component of the
exammation

81% 80% NA 81% Target
achieved

3.4 To improve the average
mark attained by special
needs students on the End-
of-cycle 3 French writing
component of the
exammation

71.8% 80% NA 71.8% Target is
being

monitored

3.5 To improve the average
mark attained by special
needs students on the End-
of-cycle 3 English reading
component of the
exammation

50% 60% 53.8% 65% Target
achieved

3.6 To improve the average
mark attained by special
needs students on the End-
of-cycle 3 English writing
component of the
exammation

61% 60% 65% 72.5% Target
achieved

Goal 4: Objectives School Results
Objective Statements Baseline

2014-
2015

Target
2018

2015-
2016

2016-
2017

2017-
2018

Current
Year

Progress
Rating

4.1 To decrease the rate of
students who reported
victimization resulting from
bullying

<10% <5% <8% <8%
Target met
but
monitonng

4.2 To increase the rate of
students who report feeling
safe attending school

90% 95% 92% 92%
Target met
but
monitonng
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What we have learned and where do we go from here?

Goall

" The Mathematics EOC 3 exam has 2 components: situational problem and mathematical reasoning.
In C01- (situational problem), the success rate increased ft-om 53% to 86.4%. Although this is a
substantial increase in the success rate, the item analysis of our results shows that our students still
struggle in the areas of decimals, order of operations, angles, volume, and in statistics (broken line
graph) as well as mental computation.

" In the coming year, students will be given more opportunities to practice situational problems
focused on series order of operations, practicing answering multiple choice and short answer questions
as well as mental math.

" In mathematical reasoning, Ae success rate increased from the baseline of47% to 63.6%. We will
continue to provide additional support in the mastery of all concepts, especially mental math, and the
concept of volume.

Goal2

" The English Arts cycle 3 exam has 2 components: reading and writing. In 2017, our success rate saw
a substantial increase from 53% ofthe previous year, to 86.4%. We attribute this to providing extra
support in the classroom and exposing students to situations where they can develop and improve their
writing skills. Our students still struggle with inference, vocabulary and making connections and
need to leam to write a more complete and in-depth response.

" In writing, the success rate of 100% was met and was an increase from 91 % in the previous year.
Our success rate is on target. Our average mark was 81.4%.

" In the coming year we will provide enrichment activities to students to promote their proficiency in
reading and writing. The ELA and Literacy consultants will be invited to offer professional
development in reading and writing more effectively.

" The French Second Language cycle 3 exam has 2 components: reading and writing. In rcading, the
success is rate increased from 79% to 95.5%. which is also an increase from our baseline of 90%. In
writing, our success rate also increased from 74% to 90.9%. but it is below the target of 95%.
Literacy consultants will be invited to offer professional development in reading and writing more
effectively to improve both the success rate and average mark.

In the coming year, we will focus on improving or maintaining the average mark of 80.4% in writing
and 84% in French Reading

Goal3

" Bancroft's special needs population is usually around 15%, reporting on success rates may produce
large fluctuations from year to year and are not indicative of any meaningful information. We have
chosen to look at the average mark ofthat group within a subject. An increase in the group's average
mark, indicates an improvement in the progress ofthe students' leaming, regardless oftheir starting
point.

" The Mathematics end of cycle 3 exam has 2 components: situational problem and mathematical
reasoning. In situational problem, the average mark went from 48% to 67%. In mathematical
reasoning the average mark increased fi-om 38% to 43.4%.

" For the coming year, we will monitor this result, and provide additional support, and more exposure
to LES, where the students can improve their proficiency.

" The strategies outlined in goal 1 will also be used with our students with special needs.
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" The English Language Arts cycle 3 exam has 2 components: reading and writing. In reading, the
average mark increased from the baseline of50% to 65%. In writing the average mark increased from
the baseline of61% to 72.5%.

" The strategies outlined in goal 2 will also be used with our students with special needs.

" The baseline of 2017 for French reading is 81%and for F:rench writing is 71.8%.

Goal4

" Bancroft's school climate remains a positive one, our multicultural multinational population lends
itselfto a respectful acceptance ofour differences. Incidents ofreported bultying and social conflict
situations remain lovv and are deall with quickty. Students are provided with a large support network,
in the form ofa bullying intervention coordinator from Sun Youth and our behaviour technician and
CCWs. Bancroft works closely with our socio-community agents from the SPVM and the students
have had workshops on; community safety, bullying as well as internet safety and cyberbullying. In all
cycles teachers organize girls and boys clubs to meet and discuss issues such as self-esteem, peer
relationships, and building stronger friendships. This atso encourages students to develop goal
orientated skills. Lunch time sports activities are organizcd to help mentor the boys and girls in
cooperative and team building activities. According to the "Our School" survey, which measures
student outcomes and school ctimate. Bancroft students have reported a high sense ofbelonging,
feeling safe at school, and having positive relationships - they feel they have friends at schoolthey
can trust and who encourage them to make positive choices. They also reported having positive
student/teacher relationships, they feel teachers are responsive to their needs and encourage
independence with a democratic approach. They reported a high advocacy rate at school, that is, they
feel they have someone at school who consistently provided encouragement and could be turned to for
advice.

Goal 5

" We remain committed to providing our students with an opportunity to explore different career
options in vocational education. Parents from our community, coming from many different academic
and professional backgrounds, have volunteered to share their experiences in different vocations. We
will also invite guests from our varied communily partners, to present various trades and possible
occupations to our student population in cycle 2 and 3.
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SAMPLE RESOLUTION

BANCROFT
(Scl-iool name)

/EMSB MESA Agreement- Annual Report 2016-2017

WHEREAS Bill 88 requires that the school enter into a MESA Agreement with the school board;

WHEREAS an Annual Report ofthe MESA Agreement for 2016-2017 has been developed by the
school staffand the School Administrator;

WHEREAS Bill 88 also requires that the School produce a yearly report of the said MESA
Agreement for School Board;

WHEREAS the said report of the MESA Agreement was deemed to be in conformity with the
School Board requirements;

IT WAS MOVED BY NujLerS^ firuyn AND RESOLVED THAT the 2016-2017 Annual
Report of the MESA Agreement be approved by the Goveming Board and that it be'coinmunicated

to all stakeholders.

^ûlt'l^^-
Signaïïîë, jbovemi^Board Chair/Date

<^o/7.//.^/
Signature, Principal / Date

* Presentation to stakeholder and posting the report on school website.


